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• Book 2 in the Heart of the Frontier series, set in 1850s Oregon Territory
• Beloved author whose novels are always CBA bestsellers
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• Delivers authentic historical settings and events, deep spiritual challenges, and
touching romance
Hope Flanagan survived the massacre at the Whitman Mission, but at terrible personal cost. Safe
now in Oregon City, she lives with her sisters, Grace and Mercy, and Grace’s new husband, Alex.
As she spends her days tending their flock of sheep, Hope’s mind and soul are slowly healing.
Yet, though she was once surrounded by suitors, she has no interest in giving her heart again
after the man she loved died in her arms.
Hope’s precarious new peace is shattered when those responsible for the massacre are captured
and put on trial. She is asked to testify against them, but she’s not sure she can bear to relive the
events of those horrific days.
As Hope struggles to free herself from the pain of her past, Lance Kenner, an Army lieutenant,
brings an unexpected ray of light into her life. But what will Lance think of her if he learns the
truth behind her anguish? And what secrets lie in his past?

“Peterson creates believable 19th-century characters that will resonate with
readers. . . . The characters learn how to rely on God and the Bible in hard
circumstances, which doesn’t feel trite but hard-earned. This continuation of
the Heart of the Frontier series is sure to delight Peterson fans
and win her new ones.”
—Publishers Weekly
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“Peterson’s second book in the Heart of the Frontier series is a moving
tearjerker about fear and forgiveness and the importance of having hope.
Peterson writes compelling and accurate historical fiction with strong, likable
characters. . . . Beloved Hope is a wonderful story with a tender romance
that fans will want to pick up.”
—RT Book Reviews
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Tracie Peterson is the bestselling, award-winning author of more than 100 novels. Tracie
also teaches writing workshops at a variety of conferences on subjects such as inspirational
romance and historical research. She and her family live in Montana. Learn more at
traciepeterson.com.
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